General Education Committee
Monday, September 24, 2018
10:00am -12:00pm – Provost’s Conference Room

MINUTES


1. Call to Order – M/S/P
   a. Approval of Agenda - M/S/P

2. Minutes
   a. Tabled – M/S/P

3. GE Proposals
   a. IDS 310
      i. Background information provided regarding the course
      ii. History of how the course was reviewer
      iii. Letter
         1. UCC approved as a course
         2. GE approved as F2 course
         3. Conflict with EAR 416; not same course; not intended
         4. GE unaware Joh Keyantash was to rep
      iv. Reconsider as F2 course
         1. J. Wilkins received correspondence from John Price
         2. Later received information from Jenny Hall
            a. Timely topic of global climate change evaluation data between
               global climate and data model make
      v. Show mapping of IDS 310 to F2 relationship of science to humanities
      vi. No prerequisite
         1. Scientific background beyond Area B
      vii. John Price concerns
         1. Brendon: overlap between IDS 310 and EAR 460
         2. Course descriptions are similar
      viii. Already went through UCC; perhaps needs to be returned for interpretation
      ix. D. Hoopes move to accept as F2 course
         1. 5 aye, 0 nay, 2 absentions
         2. Area G is likely to be removed from the GE package and the category of
            Cultural Pluralism shifted, at least temporarily, to a University
            requirement (similar to GWAR). If proposer would like to have the
            course included in what is now Area G, then they will need to show
            alignment of all of the existing outcomes, i.e., Area G 1 – 4.
            3. The committee needs the correct class schedule; the one provided is for
               a different course.

4. Guiding Notes
   a. Used to be in the catalog; changed DH copy to be more outward facing
b. GE Breadth (CSU only)?
c. IGETC (CSU & UC)?
d. When a course from a Community College wasn’t to be a GE transferrable course?
e. How can GE make Guiding Notes available?
   i. Need to pull out the information?
   ii. How can faculty access the information?
f. Does GE want to bring up Area F for Consideration?